The ELCA Task Force on Women and Justice: One in Christ invites
you to join a growing conversation and to add your input. After
receiving feedback from more than 100 Listening Events and hearing
from several dozen specialists, the task force has written the study
“Faith, Sexism, Justice: Conversations Toward a Social Statement”
as way to invite broad engagement with the questions and issues.
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Bishop Eaton states, “The task force needs your input. The
innovative study, Faith, Sexism, Justice: Conversations Toward a Social
Statement, challenges us to consider how we, as church together,
think and speak about and act on our commitments to women and
justice.”
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This modular study includes a range of topics that can be used in
different combinations to meet the learning needs and interests of
different groups or individuals. The response period runs until
August 31, 2017. To find the complete study as well as the response
forms, go to http://www.elca.org/womenandjustice. Printed copies
can be ordered at http://resources.elca.org or call 800-638-3522. Cost
is $4.00 per copy plus shipping.
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The study is also available in Spanish on the website. A leader’s
guide and devotions for the study are included on the website.
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In 2009, the Churchwide Assembly authorized the development of a
social statement on women and justice. The ELCA Task Force on
Women and Justice: One in Christ is charged with the responsibility
to lead this process and developed the study in the continuing work
towards a social statement for consideration at the 2019 Churchwide
Assembly.
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Engage in conversation around the study's seven modules and submit
your responses and feedback online.
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